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Abstract
The article discusses the decolonial possibilities of the collective design of a sound artwork in reimagining the role of
two Afro‐Ecuadorian music and dance‐based events in the Afro‐Ecuadorian ancestral territories of North Esmeraldas and
Chota‐Mira. The two events, Bomba del Chota and Marimba Esmeraldeña, emerged in the context of slavery and colonial‐
ism as a response of Afro‐Ecuadorians to the oppression and violence they endured. These two music and dance‐based
events sustain a counter‐narrative of power and resistance for Afrodescendant peoples in Ecuador, weaving meaningful
connections among them and other entities populating their territories, such as the “devil,” whose cohabitation with
Afro‐Ecuadorians will be at the spotlight of our analysis. Based on the audio‐recorded testimonies of these connections
that strongly existed until the 1970s, and of a sonic composition that was created from them, we propose a collaborative
design of a sound artwork in the public spaces of the jungle in Esmeraldas and the mountain in Chota‐Mira. We discuss
how a decolonial approach to the design of the artwork can serve as a dialogical space to engage inhabitants in their
re‐connection to the possibilities of resistance that their ancestors nurtured in their territories through the practice of
the two music and dance‐based events. Through a political reading of soundscapes, an argument is developed to show
how sound constructs the public spaces that root people in their territories, connecting them with meaningful stories and
practices that keep being forgotten due to the on‐going consequences of slavery and colonialism. The article contributes
to the discussion about political ecologies and the collective production of public spaces as a joyful response to exclusion
and oppression.
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1. Introduction

In this article, we discuss the decolonial possibilities of
the collective design of a dialogic sound artwork through
reimagining the role of the Afro‐Ecuadorian music and
dance based‐events Marimba Esmeraldeña and Bomba
del Chota in shaping the public spaces in the two ances‐
tral Afro‐Ecuadorian territories of North Esmeraldas
and Chota‐Mira Valley. Afrodescendants’ communities

in Ecuador created these two events during the period
of Atlantic slavery that lasted from the 16th to the
19th century. Since slavery and beyond, communities
have conceived Marimba Esmeraldeña and Bomba del
Chota not just as music and dance genres but also as
intimate, joyful, and communal practices of momentary
liberation from the oppressive systems of the slavery
and post‐slavery periods. One of the key features of
these events, and the liberatory possibilities they open,
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resides in the relationship they have maintained with
“the devil,” which will be the focus of this article. Elders
from Afro‐Ecuadorian communities portray the devil as
an uninvited guest in their celebrations that involve
Marimba and Bomba. This guest (a male figure) appears
each time he sees the opportunity to charm the par‐
ticipants in these events through his singing and danc‐
ing, and to distract them while he flirts and even kid‐
naps female attendees. Most of the testimonies, how‐
ever, also point out the fact that there has always been
the possibility of noticing his presence and defeating him
through chants and prayers, or by proving they are bet‐
ter singers and dancers than him. These actions make
the devil disappear. In this article, we read the ability
of Marimberos and Bomberos to defeat the devil as a
way of opening spaces for the transgression of the colo‐
nial power represented by the Christian figure of the
devil. Moreover, we suggest that such playful and defi‐
ant cohabitation with the devil enacts a different form
of community‐building that fosters collective empower‐
ment in response to colonialism.

Despite the richness of the practices related to the
two music and dance‐based events, from the 1970s
onward it has been less frequent to see younger gen‐
erations engaging in them. Nowadays, they are almost
completely forgotten among young Afro‐Ecuadorians.
This discontinuity means that the connection to crea‐
tures such as the devil are no longer part of people’s
interaction with their territories, thus no longer shap‐
ing the public space. Nonetheless, elders from most
Afro‐Ecuadorian communities recall this connection to
the non‐human world, via their relationship with the
devil, through their embodied memories of music and
dance. We will use audio recorded conversations with
community elders about the devil, and a sonic composi‐
tion made from them, as the central material for the col‐
laborative design of a sound artwork aiming to re‐engage
people with these stories (see Figure 1).

By collectively designing the “reintroduction of the
devil” into these territories, we want to explore the
decolonial possibilities of inhabiting and shaping the pub‐
lic space. We discuss the decolonial potential of con‐
structing a space with and for the communities to recon‐
nect to these counter‐narratives cultivated throughout
generations in the practices of Marimba and Bomba.
Through a political reading of soundscapes, an argu‐
ment is developed to show how sound “constructs” the
public space that roots people to their territories, con‐
necting them with meaningful stories and practices that
tend to be forgotten due to the consequences of slavery
and colonialism.

The article starts with a contextualisation of the
music and dance events in the two ancestral territories.

It then focuses on the story and relevancy of the concept
of the devil. Afterwards, the connection to the devil in
the decolonial framework is discussed, and some impor‐
tant methodological aspects explained. The discussion
opens to the practical and conceptual possibilities of our
proposal. The article ends with concluding remarks on
the possibilities of a decolonial conception of this sound
artwork and how it can transform the public space.

1.1. Historical Context

According to the last population census, Afro‐Ecuadorians
represent 7.2% of the Ecuadorian population (INEC,
2010). From the period of Atlantic slavery, both enslaved
and freed Africans, as well as their descendants, popu‐
lated principally two areas in Ecuador: the Chota‐Mira
river basin (a valley in the northern Andean region) and
the northern part of Esmeraldas province (the north‐
west coastal province, on the frontier with Colombia).
Despite the current presence of Afro‐Ecuadorians all
over the national territory, this article refers specifically
to the two ancestral territories Afro‐Ecuadorians’ ances‐
tors first inhabited. The main reason for this selection is
that the twomusic and dance‐based events originated in
these territories and most of their narratives and sounds
are embedded in the ecologies of the two territories:
Marimba Esmeraldeña in North Esmeraldas and Bomba
del Chota in Chota‐Mira Valley.

The two Afro‐Ecuadorian ancestral territories are
rural areas far away frommajor urban centres. The ances‐
tral territory in Esmeraldas is mainly constituted by trop‐
ical forest, whereas the territory of Chota‐Mira Valley
is mainly dry forest. However, both these territories
have been deteriorating over the years. In Esmeraldas,
this deterioration has occurred due to the mining of
transnational companies affecting water and soil; in
Chota‐Mira, it has been due to intensive agro‐industrial
production which has polluted the water and the soil,
as well as the closeness of the villages to the high‐
way. The two territories are thus shaped by the inter‐
mittent sounds and silences of mountains and rivers,
but also of agro‐industrial and mining machines, buses
(in Chota‐Mira), and motorboats (in North Esmeraldas).
Although rivers, mountains, and other non‐human enti‐
ties inhabit these territories, the pollution caused bymin‐
ing and agro‐industrial activities has changed the rela‐
tion of the people to them, making it, for instance, less
safe for them to drink water, swim, or fish in the river.
According to conversations held between Marimberos,
Bomberos, and López‐Yánez (2020), similar ecological
reasons are affecting life and cohabitation in these terri‐
tories, forcing the devil and other creatures out—if they
haven’t left already.

Recording of conversa�ons Sonic Composi�on
Collabora�ve design 

of the artwork

Figure 1. Creation process.
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The story of the arrival of enslaved African people to
Chota‐Mira Valley starts at the beginning of the 17th cen‐
tury with the Jesuits, a Catholic order of priests, who
introduced enslaved African people in vast numbers to
the area. As for the arrival of enslaved Africans to North
Esmeraldas, it is marked by the shipwrecks of boats
carrying enslaved Africans that reached the Ecuadorian
coast, the most famous one being that which happened
in the mid‐16th century (Cabello Balboa, 1583/1945,
pp. 18–19). The group of enslaved people that have
reached the coastal area of Ecuador, mainly through
this last shipwreck, inhabited it as freed people. They
remained free until the mid‐18th century, when mines
were established in Esmeraldas and, with that, the first
enslavedAfrodescendant peoplewere also introduced to
the area.

Afro‐Ecuadorians in their two ancestral territories
remained enslaved until a long process of manumission
and intense struggle occasioned the official abolition
of slavery in Ecuador in 1852. However, even after the
official emancipation of black people in Ecuador, many
Afro‐Ecuadorians’ living conditions did not improve
greatly. Afro‐Ecuadorians have remained one of the
most impoverished groups of people since the colonial
period (CEPAL & UNFPA, 2020; Fundación Azúcar, 2017).
Furthermore, due to the historical, social and geographi‐
cal isolation of Chota‐Mira andNorth Esmeraldas, almost
all of its inhabitants have remained Afrodescendants,
so they are still known as Afrodescendants’ territories.
Embedded in this colonial history of neglect and systemic

racism, there is the common perception of people living
outside these two territories that they are places of vio‐
lence, laziness, backwardness, and unconquered nature
(Rahier, 1998, p. 423, 2011, p. 68). This historical reality
has impededmanyAfro‐Ecuadorians to have dignified liv‐
ing conditions and access to education (Figure 2). It is
within this context that we need to understand the role
of the devil and its connection to the two territories.

1.2. The Sound of Memories

According to the Afro‐Ecuadorian thinker García Salazar’s
lifelong research, oral transmission is the primary source
of sharing the lived knowledge, stories, experiences,
and thoughts of peoples of African origin who settled
in the Ecuadorian Chocoan jungle and Andean region
almost 500 years ago (García Salazar, 2020; García Salazar
& Walsh, 2017). Oral traditions refer to the semantic
meaning of words and to the pauses, sighs, intonations,
and specific rhythms while speaking. Thus, Marimberos
and Bomberos reproduce their oral traditions through
their intimate interpretations and understandings of
Marimba andBomba.Oral traditions are so significant for
Afro‐Ecuadorians that García Salazar affirmed that some
Afro‐Ecuadorians’ knowledge is only meant to be heard,
since this knowledge loses strength and even meaning
when it is transferred into written words (García Salazar
& Walsh, 2017). Importantly, the fact that knowledge
has not been transmitted by Marimberos and Bomberos
in written form until recently has been circumstantial

Figure 2. Artworks about the lack of access to a good quality education for most Afro‐Ecuadorians. Author of all the sculp‐
tures: Alicia Villalba. Photographs taken by María Gabriela López‐Yánez during an exhibition of the Afro‐Choteño artist,
which took place in the Afro‐Choteño community of Juncal in 2012.
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to slavery and not necessarily a product of choice.
As explained by Quijano (1992, p. 13), enslaved people
were forcefully kept illiterate and condemned to only
communicate orally. The Afro‐Esmeraldeño writer and
activist Juan Montaño also affirms that orality was a
necessity (and sometimes still is) for Afro‐Ecuadorians
because the oppressor took away all other means of
documentation (J. Montaño, personal communication,
2018). Even in post‐slavery periods, most of the elder
Marimberos and Bomberos have never written down
their memories before and some of them are illiter‐
ate (López‐Yánez, 2020). One of the few exceptions
is the book Memoria Viva: Costumbres y tradiciones
Esmeraldeñas (Escobar Quiñónez et al., 1997) in which
the collective memories of the renowned Marimbero
Remberto Escobar were transcribed.

Regarding our relationship as researchers to Afro‐
Ecuadorians’ and their oral memories, we follow what
Bolivian sociologist Rivera Cusicanqui (1987, 2015, 2018)
has named relación de escucha (a “listening relation‐
ship”) and defines as a “collective exercise of disalien‐
ation” (Rivera Cusicanqui, 2015, p. 286). With a collec‐
tive exercise of disalienation, Rivera Cusicanqui refers to
a long‐term, sensitive, creative, honest, and open recog‐
nition and acknowledgement of the perspectives, needs,
and objectives of both researchers and communities as
the basis for producing specific research. Thus, a crucial
part of our proposal has been to generate collaborative
spaces to creatively work with Afro‐Ecuadorians’ memo‐
ries and co‐design the space where these sounds will be
reincorporated into the territories. It is in these spaces
that we aim to collectively design and decide which
sounds and memories should be included and how.

2. The Devil in the African Diaspora

The fact that a Christian order of priests was the leading
enslaving company in Ecuador is not surprising. Christian
religion was the main tool Spanish colonizers used in
the Americas to exploit the different groups of peo‐
ple they subjugated and abused. This forceful intro‐
duction to Christianity included the belief in the exis‐
tence of the devil (Thornton, 1998, p. 239). For Spanish
colonizers, the devil was a real presence that should
always be evaded. Importantly, they related African
people—themselves and their practices—to the devil
(Borja Gómez, 1998, pp. 113, 119; Díaz‐Díaz, 2005, p. 32).
Colonizers used religion to turn people into devil‐fearing
Christians and eradicate what they understood as the
devilish practices of African people. In turn, enslaved
people developed symbolic mechanisms to adapt to
the colonial system in which they were forced to live
(Borja Gómez, 1998, p. 140). One of these mechanisms
allowed them a re‐interpretation and adaptation of
Christianity influenced by their African creation myths.
For instance, in African myths, the “ontological dualism”
of Christianity that would strictly separate good from
evil is absent and this allowed black people to develop

their own notion of a devil. This notion is based on the
African belief of nothing being considered entirely good
or bad butmore precisely complex andmultifacetedwith
a variety of traits (Borja Gómez, 1998, p. 132). Thus, for
enslavedWest African people, the devil could range from
a figure of mirth, or protective buffoon with a caring
and gracious side, to a source of evil or a powerful trick‐
ster (Borja Gómez, 1998, pp. 138, 169; Cedeño Canga,
2015, p. 149; Taussig, 1980, p. 43). By appropriating the
Christian notion of the devil and transforming it into a
being with whom enslaved people could negotiate, play
and whom they could even defeat, they were appropri‐
ating the enemy of their enemies as a mechanism of
defence against the colonial order. That is, they were
creating a new system where they temporarily trans‐
gressed the codes andmeanings of the colonial social sys‐
tem where a new power relation was established (Borja
Gómez, 1998, pp. 137–152). In this article, we focus on
the relation of Marimba Esmeraldeña and Bomba del
Chota to the non‐human creature of the devil because
it shows the ability of Afro‐Ecuadorians to transform the
official Christian narrative of the devil from an evil and
invincible creature into a counter‐narrative of a playful
being with whom it is always possible to negotiate and
whom it is even possible to defeat.

Our point of departure for collectively designing
an artwork is the recorded testimonies of Marimberos
and Bomberos regarding their relationship to the devil.
Their testimonies were curated into a sonic composition;
therefore, it is essential for the reader to listen to the
composition before continuing reading (it is available
here: https://vimeo.com/587009031). This sonic compo‐
sition will be the main material to dialogically construct
the space to re‐incorporate these sounds and memo‐
ries into the two territories. The dialogic process will
happen in the form of creative workshops where peo‐
ple of all ages will be able to join in and listen to the
sonic composition, while we walk in the jungle and the
mountain and listen to the sounds surrounding and shap‐
ing the territories in the present moment. A discus‐
sion will be facilitated to question the significance of
those sounds and stories, how they shape their terri‐
tories, their relevance today, who should listen to the
sounds and stories and why, etc. Also, Marimberos and
Bomberos will be there to answer questions, tell sto‐
ries and interact with the people. In the following sec‐
tion, we narrate some of these testimonies and discuss
how they relate to our project of collectively re‐shaping
the public space to transgress the colonial order in
Afro‐Ecuadorian territories. That is, our aim is to collec‐
tively transform the space with the people inhabiting
them into a space filled with specific values of liberation,
justice, and freedom, rather than leaving it untouched.
For this, we draw inspiration from critical thinking tra‐
ditions in Latin America, such as participatory action
research (Fals Borda, 1979), Freire’s (2020) critical ped‐
agogy, and decolonial research practices (Escobar, 2018;
Rivera Cusicanqui, 1987, 2018).
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3. The Devil in Marimba and Bomba

De Friedemann and Arocha (1986, p. 416) cite the lyrics:

Los que están bailando / To those who are dancing
Bailen con cuidado / dance carefully,
A debajo de casa / because under the house,
Está el diablo parado / the devil is standing

As it has been discussed, Marimba and Bomba were per‐
ceived by colonizers as some of the Afrodescendants’
devilish practices. On the contrary, according towhat the
elders used to tell the Marimbera Doña Maura Manuela
Medina, who is also the healer of the community of
Telembí (Esmeraldas), the Marimba came from God
(López‐Yánez, 2020). As can be heard at the beginning
of the composition, Doña Maura mentioned that she
had heard that some people say that Marimba belonged
to the devil, but that she does not agree, because the
elders used to loveMarimba, and theywere good people.
However, although Marimberos and Bomberos do not
consider Marimba and Bomba to be devilish practices as
in the Christian figure of evil, some of the events do have
a connection to the devil. For instance, the Bombero
Don Ezequiel Sevilla, from the community of San Juan de
Lachas (Chota‐Mira), affirmed that elders used to tell him
that some Bomberos, through performing Bomba, could
visit hell and thus also the devil, and that they used to say
that hell was a beautiful place full of beautiful women.
It is important to mention that, usually, Marimberos talk
about the devil and Bomberos talk about the minstrel
(duende). However, according to some Bomberos, and
also to Agier (2002), the minstrel is a transformation of
the devil that represents his strengths and weaknesses.
Thus, here we refer to the devil or the minstrel as the
devil (Figure 3).

According to some Marimberos and Bomberos,
unlike sacred events like masses in the Catholic Church,
where it is very difficult for the devil to get in, the

devil can get in more easily into events of Marimba and
Bomba.When the devil reveals himself in such events, he
constitutes a central force that affects the whole event
in specific ways. According to the Marimbero Remberto
Escobar Quiñónez, the devil chooses to go to Marimba
celebrations towin souls, sinceMarimba is considered by
the devil a moment where the pleasures of the flesh are
enjoyed and impure thoughts arise (Escobar Quiñónez
et al., 1997, p. 77). As shared by theMarimbero known as
PapáRoncón from the city of Borbón (Esmeraldas), some‐
times, the devil also likes being close to beautiful female
Marimberas and Bomberas to flirt with them,make them
fall in love with him or kidnap them (López‐Yánez, 2020).

In most of the testimonies that have been gathered,
Marimberos and Bomberos recount that during an event
they opened themselves to the possibility of overcoming
fear and confronting the devil, and once they confronted
him, he was actually a being that mocked and played
with them. They understood this playful and mocking
attitude of the devil towards Marimberos and Bomberos
as a provocation. For instance, as can be heard in the
composition, both the Bombero Don Teodoro Mendez
from the community of Tumbatú (Chota‐Mira) and the
Marimbero Don Remberto Escobar Quiñónez from the
city of Esmeraldas narrate how the devil would challenge
them to prove who the best performer of Marimba and
Bomba is (Figure 4). They had to accept his challenge
to get rid of him, and it was especially difficult because
the devil is considered by some to be the best Marimba
and Bomba performer. Interestingly, forMarimberos and
Bomberos, being a goodperformer is not limited to being
able to sing or play the Marimba or Bomba with virtuos‐
ity but also to their creativity while doing so. Sometimes
the devil wins, but most of the time Marimberos and
Bomberos are the winners. If the devil wins, it means
that the Marimberos or Bomberos either die or go mad.
If Marimberos or Bomberos win, besides saving their life,
they will increase their prestige since it wouldmean they
are better performers than the devil.

Figure 3.Graphic representations of the devil and theminstrel inMarimba Esmeraldeña and Bomba del Chota. From left to
right: A painting of the devil in themiddle of a performance ofMarimba, by Esmeraldeño Alberto Acosta (photograph taken
byMaría Gabriela López‐Yánez during an exhibition in Esmeraldas, Ecuador, in 2017); an illustration by the Ecuadorian Iván
Guamán of the minstrel talking to a Bombero (Guamán, 2015, p. 48).
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Figure 4. The BomberoDavid Lara and his encounterwith
the devil. Illustrations by Ecuadorian Marco Chamorro
and the French Alice Bossut. From top to bottom: The
devil playing the drum of Bomba in the middle of his bat‐
tle with David Lara; David’s and the devil’s facial expres‐
sions in the moment David realises he did not walk
towards the mountain with a man but with the devil
(Chamorro & Bossut, 2016).

Regarding the physical characteristics of the devil, there
is a diversity of traits that he can have. According
to the Marimberos Doña Medina, Nacho Caicedo, and
Remberto Escobar Quiñónez, whose testimonies are
included in the composition, the devil has two horns
and a tail, dresses in red, and holds a massive trident.
The Bombera Doña María Rogelia Minda, from the com‐
munity of Tumbatú, said that when she saw the devil, he
had animal‐like legs and big teeth (R. Minda, personal
communication, 2018). However, according to Remberto
Escobar Quiñónez, the devil has different looks. When
the devil appears in a party, he dresses elegantly to
hide his horns and his tail, but he always leaves the
spurs on his boots visible (Escobar Quiñónez et al., 1997,
p. 76). Similarly to Doña María Rogelia, the Marimbero
Papá Roncón shared that once he was in a performance
where the devil was floating, without touching the
ground with his feet. The three Bomberas of the group
“Las Tres Marías” from the community of Chalguayacu

(Pimampiro, Imbabura) affirmed that, when they saw the
devil, he had a wooden leg (personal communication,
2013). Each of these traits was important primarily as
a way of recognising the devil in an event of Marimba
or Bomba. Thus, realising that someone was flying, had
a wooden leg, or was of an unusual height would alert
Marimberos and Bomberos to his presence.

Once the presence of the devil is acknowledged, the
duty of a Marimbero or Bombero is to get rid of him
as soon as possible. Sometimes, they make him go by
force. Other times, they have other strategies. One of
them is praying out loud specific prayers or incantations.
However, since prayers are acts of magic, Marimberos
and Bomberos cannot reveal the whole prayer but only
a part of them or just the name. One of the most
famous prayers used by Marimberos and Bomberos is
the Credo al Revés (literary meaning “the creed read
backwards”) or the Padre Nuestro al revés (Our Father
read backwards). As stated inMoschetto’s (1995, p. 194),
research about Afro‐Esmeraldeño traditions, the expres‐
sion Padre Nuestro al revés always refers to a prayer
that is directed against the devil. Another prayer men‐
tioned by someMarimberos is called AveMaría Purísima
(Hail Mary). Some of them, such as the Marimberos
Rosa Huila and Remberto Escobar Quiñonez, also men‐
tioned the religious phrase or incantationmagnífica y en
grandeza that has its roots in the Christian prayer called
La Magnífica (The Magnificat). A prayer mentioned a
few times by some Marimberos and Bomberos, like the
members of the Bomba group “Las Tres Marías” and
Escobar Quiñónez, is a prayer called El Tono de las Vacas
(The Tone of the Cows), which is explained in detail in
Escobar Quiñónez et al. (1997, p. 79).

One of the most engaging testimonies that shows
the Marimberos’ playful fearlessness concerning the
devil comes precisely from a famous marimba song of
Patacoré, played with the rhythm of Bambuco, and beau‐
tifully interpreted by Papá Roncón. In this Bambuco song,
which is a central part of the sonic composition, a few
verses that are part of the Afro‐Esmeraldeños collective
memories are included, the most essential one being:
“Here comes the devil, let him come, because if he comes
angry, I will make him laugh.” Also, de Carvalho‐Neto
(1964, p. 93) affirms that a researcher named Chavez
Franco saw a performance of Marimba in 1927 and that
one of the verses he could hear was: “Here he comes
the devil, let him come, if he comes alone, it is better for
me.” Whitten (1965) also registered the following verse:
“Come hear the marimba. It chases the devil. I am the
devil. I amgoing on a trip. Do not dancewithme, because
I might decide to stay with you.” Another strategy to win
a competition with the devil was to play specific tunes
on the guitar. According to the Bombero Don Seberino
Méndez, from the community of Chalguayacu, there
used to be two guitar tunes that Bomberos could play
to get rid of the devil. These were called Olmedo and
Galindo. These tunes have been analysed in detail by de
la Cruz Santacruz (2012, p. 140).
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As shown in the testimonies mentioned above,
being able to defeat the devil is a source of pride
for Marimberos and Bomberos. The Marimberos and
Bomberos included in the composition expressed how
pleased they felt when they defeated, or heard that
someone else defeated, the devil. This sense of win‐
ning is directly related to overcoming their history of vio‐
lence and dehumanization. As is beautifully expressed by
García Salazar (n.d.) in the powerful testimony that ends
the composition, the re‐enactment of Afro‐Ecuadorians’
collective memories is what makes them “become once
more what they were not before.”

As we can see, there is a complex soundscape made
of prayers, storytelling, chanting and music playing that
Marimberos and Bomberos reproduce in connection to
the devil. Moreover, this connection sustains a crucial
space for playfully transgressing codes of colonialism
and shapes the public space through a joyful and defi‐
ant experience of gathering together as a community.
In other words, the existence of the devil within these
territories maintains a particular connection to space
and among people because through it, they creatively
respond to an oppressive system that negates their exis‐
tence. In the following sections we further discuss the
decolonial possibilities of cohabitation that these sound‐
scapes related to the devil can help support.

4. The Decolonial Possibilities of the Soundscape
Related to the Devil

We frame our discussion within the notion of colonial‐
ity/decoloniality as a group of analytic and practical
tools that allow us to propose potential mechanisms to
re‐focus on oral memories related to the devil as cru‐
cial elements of the process of resistance of Marimberos
and Bomberos.

Coloniality (Mignolo, 2000; Quijano, 1992), or the
so‐called “colonial horizon of long duration” (Rivera
Cusicanqui, 2012), refers to the hierarchical structure
of domination that began during the period of colo‐
nialism and persisted even when that historical period
ended. For instance, within coloniality, the only knowl‐
edge that has been recognised as legitimate is that from
the “Western” world (colonizers). On the other hand,
knowledge from populations such as Afro‐Ecuadorians
(colonized) is reduced to mythical and non‐rational, and
thus, non‐important experiences. A group of examples
of this low‐hierarchy knowledge within a colonial sys‐
tem is Afro‐Ecuadorian collectivememories. Thesemem‐
ories, including their relation to non‐human creatures,
were located in a lower hierarchy as being pagan and
witchcraft, and thus, slowly erased. In this way, colonial‐
ity in the Americas has shaped how knowledge is con‐
structed and legitimised. The coloniality of knowledge
refers to the establishment of a Eurocentric approach
in which there is a bias in knowledge that favours the
development of knowledge from European civilisations
over non‐European civilisations. Importantly for this arti‐

cle, through the coloniality of knowledge the intergener‐
ational transmission of an important number of collec‐
tive memories related to Marimba and Bomba has been
violently interrupted. According to López‐Yánez (2020),
this interruption has been historically achieved through
banning (in the case of Marimba) and controlling (in the
case of Bomba) these events. More recently, and as a
continuation of these first modes of interruption, the
lack of sustainable spaces of circulation of knowledge
around Marimba and Bomba and their exclusion from
the official art curriculum has also occasioned their con‐
tinual weakening.

In opposition to this colonial oppression of Afro‐
Ecuadorian music and dance‐based events, this article
proposes the decolonial approach of re‐locating the col‐
lective memories that coloniality has been trying to
erase, but which keep existing in elders’ testimonies.
Decoloniality is understood here as the undoing of the
damage that colonial modernity has caused, by con‐
fronting it and delinking it from the colonial matrix of
power (Mignolo, 2011, p. xxvii). In this context, collective
memories, particularly those related to the devil, rep‐
resent a challenge by, or invitation from, past genera‐
tions to re‐signify and occupy their territories with joy
and freedom. Using this lens of decoloniality, a collec‐
tive design is proposed here consisting of the insertion
of pieces of collective memories back into the territories
where they existed and helped to shape them.

In this regard, a central part of our proposal is the
understanding of sound not just as a mechanism to
communicate information, but also as a way to shape
worlds and give them specific meanings. Kanngieser, bas‐
ing their work on language and sound theories, suggests
that, through speaking and listening, a sense of belong‐
ing and a reconfiguration with each other and with the
world arises (Kanngieser, 2011). In this article, we sug‐
gest that the disappearance of the sounds that used
to call or at least commemorate the devil’s presence in
Marimba and Bomba events have transformed the pub‐
lic spaces of the jungle and the mountains. We under‐
stand public space as a collective form of inhabiting
and creating meaningful relations that connect people
to a place in specific, contested and negotiated ways.
Through our proposal, we aim to carry these sounds
back to those spaces as an active exercise of decolo‐
nizing them. Of essential interest to this article, collec‐
tivememories have been gathered principally fromprevi‐
ously recorded interviews and from López‐Yánez’s (2020)
fieldwork conversations.

5. The Proposal of Collectively Designing a Sonic
Artwork Related to Memories

The design of the artwork consists of two phases. First,
the gathering of audio‐recorded testimonies of elders
around the devil in Marimba and Bomba taken from
local archives and López‐Yánez’s long‐term research, as
well as the sonic composition based on this material.
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Second, the exposure of this composition to people
in Afro‐Ecuadorian communities, for them to choose
and negotiate how, when, and where to re‐incorporate
these sounds.

The first phase, i.e., the gathering and creative pro‐
cess of the composition has already been concluded. This
composition was generated based on a diversity of testi‐
monies and songs related to the devil that were shared
with López‐Yánez over the last ten years of meeting a
wide range of Marimberos and Bomberos, aged 53 to
91 years old, who had witnessed or inherited specific
memories, and thus, building a relación de escucha with
them. This relación de escucha allowed López‐Yánez to
finally audio‐record them in 2018 and led to the cre‐
ation of the sonic composition. In the same year, jun‐
gle sounds from both territories were also recorded by
López‐Yánez. The testimonies, music, and jungle sounds
were recorded using the built‐in microphone of the
high sound quality digital voice recorder Zoom H6 for
the ambient sound, and with two unidirectional micro‐
phones connected to the ZoomH6, one Rodeo NTG2 and
one Rodeo NTG3, for the voices and music. The usage of
this cutting‐edge technology for fieldwork audio record‐
ing ensured the high quality of the material so that it
could be used in the sonic compositions and preserved
for future uses. Once the audio‐recorded material was
obtained, the sonic composition was created. Although
most of the sonic material that was used included words,
none of the information provided by these recordings
is limited to words alone and/or their meanings, but
also to their affective potential to communicate in spe‐
cific ways through unique characteristics of, for instance,
the voices’ timbre, cadence, resonance, densities, and
even silences.

In the process of creating the composition, both
the semantic and affective characteristics of the audio‐
recorded material were considered. In many portions
of the compositions, the semantic discourse is domi‐
nant, meaning that the narrative content of the voices
is emphasised. For instance, one can point to specific
narrations and testimonies of the historical and social
contexts of Marimba and Bomba. In some parts, the
affective discourse prevails, for instance, laughter, sighs,
yells, musicalities, and other non‐semantic sounds; and
in some others, both characteristics are equally impor‐
tant. Following Lane (2006), the techniques used in
each sound, or group of sounds, changed depending on
the on‐going dialogue with a group of Marimberos and
Bomberos, the aim of the composition, and the quality
and content of the available audio‐material. Since the
composition is a mixture of historical reconstruction and
creative approach, the techniques used were diverse to
accommodate different purposes, such as deconstruct‐
ing the sounds of words to strengthen affective sensa‐
tions related to the sounds produced, associating sounds
to reinforce the semantic meaning of a word by the addi‐
tion of a related sound or massing voices to reinforce
different voices rhythmically repeating either the same

sound or word. Also, in some other parts of the sonic
composition, moments of silence represent portions of
the collective memories of Marimba and Bomba that
either we do not know about, we know about but were
not included in this work, or that have been continu‐
ously erased.

As for silence, we follow Browning (2003) to propose
new ways of approaching the past in a non‐linear way by
including not just the words per se but their rhythm of
rising and falling, and silences. Interestingly, she empha‐
sises the fact that silences should not be filled but high‐
lighted, since these could represent possible moments
of ruptures within specific historical contexts (Browning,
2003, p. 166). García Salazar, who also validates the exis‐
tence of silencewithin Afro‐Ecuadorians’ collectivemem‐
ories, shares Browning’s notion. He affirms that while
some silences can be as much related to secrecy as to
acts of resistance, others are specific ways of relating to
the spiritual world (García Salazar & Walsh, 2017, p. 19).
Silence has a special meaning within Afro‐Ecuadorians’
collective memories; it is not just about keeping silent,
but it is also about letting the brother, the sister, the
mother, or the compadre (godfather of one’s child or
close friend) talk. Silence is also a way of sharing (García
Salazar & Walsh, 2017, p. 132). Thus, secrets could be a
whisper or a silence—an absence of sound. These secrets
and silences that García Salazar mentions are an essen‐
tial part of the sonic corpus of Afro‐Ecuadorians’ collec‐
tive memories and thus, will be interspersed in the pro‐
posed artwork between sections of spoken word and
music. Silence will also be present in specific parts of
the public space where the sonic artwork will take place
as sections on the walking path or as sudden interrup‐
tions of the sounds. This will be done in order to rep‐
resent either those collective memories that are not
remembered anymore or those ones that, according to
elder Afro‐Ecuadorians, should not be shared widely.
Moreover, the silence of what is not heard any more in
specific places, such as the stories of the devil, will be the
opening theme of the process of collaborative design of
the sonic artwork.

5.1. The Sound of Absence

What does it mean to actively listen to the absence of
beings in a place they used to inhabit? In the design
phase, we aim to start the dialogues with the commu‐
nities with this question. And we will also ask, can we
listen to that which is no longer here and turn our atten‐
tion to what has been lost by carefully listening to the
silence?Althoughwewant to bring back sounds to places
where they used to be, we also want to challenge people
to engage with the spaces by investigating and imagining
what they cannot longer hear. What sounds have their
parents and grandparents told them about? Silence can
be a rich point of political reflection in a place shaped by
a history of extermination and extinction, of erasing and
muting (Kanngieser & Beuret, 2017).
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We propose that this is the way to start building
a public space. More than gathering people in one
place, we also want to enable them to engage with the
deep, shared history that connects them to that place
(Calderón & Huybrechts, 2020). And eventually, we want
to encourage the construction of a place of freedom
and liberation (Freire, 2020), such as the one opened by
the Marimberos and Bomberos in their defiance of the
devil. Again, we ask, by listening to the recorded memo‐
ries, can we listen to the change that these places have
suffered throughout time? We also want to question
how they have been transformed by the colonial enter‐
prise that disarms specific relations and keeps some crea‐
tures away. And to continue with that reflection, can
sound intervene andmake a difference in the connection
among entities in an ecosystem? Can sound bring back
entities that no longer inhabit those ecosystems?

Colonialism and capitalism affect, shape and change
ecologies (Haraway, 1992; Kanngieser, 2020; Tsing, 2016).
Esmeraldas is a territory deeply affected by pollution
coming from plantations and mining, the rivers that are
vital resources for the communities are very polluted,
and it is the only Ecuadorian province whose inhabitants
cannot access drinking water until now (López‐Yánez,
2020). However, people also shape the land and respond
to the currents of capitalism and colonialism. In the
words of García Salazar and Walsh (2009, pp. 347–348):
“The mother mountain and the mangroves are here
because we are here, using these territories as spaces
for life.” To understand these spaces of life, it is impor‐
tant to note that the public space in the rural communi‐
ties of the two ancestral territories is not circumscribed
to a specific and delimited area. It is rather shaped
by the paths people walk, and the times, the cautions
and limits with which they move. A good way to under‐
stand this is through the presence and absence of a bird
called Marimbero. According to López‐Yánez’s (2020)
interview with the famous Afro‐Ecuadorian Marimbero
Don Nacho Caicedo, this bird used to sing for musicians,
and they would imitate its sound. Through this imitation,
they would learn how to play the traditional rhythms
of Marimba. Nowadays, it is rare to find a Marimbero
bird when one walks through the Esmeraldeño jungle.
Has the Marimbero bird left the jungle—together with
the devil—because they do not feel acknowledged
(needed) anymore? Have both become extinct because
of the rapid and uncontrollable environmental changes
Esmeraldas has faced, which are unavoidably connected
to the violence Afro‐Ecuadorians have suffered with the
silencing of their traditions?

Our proposal is to engage people in meaningful and
critical reflections about the spaces they cohabit, and
importantly, draw inspiration from their own history to
creatively respond and transgress the colonial codes that
shape and structure those spaces. There are examples
of this kind of artistic intervention that have success‐
fully engaged people in transforming oppressive codes.
For instance, the artist FrancesNegrón‐Muntaner created

the project Valor y Cambio in Puerto Rico, an interactive
sound artwork that combines art and storytelling to work
with a community currency that values community knowl‐
edge and skills instead of following colonial‐capitalist‐
neoliberal economic values. The installation inspired com‐
munities around Puerto Rico and USA to create their own
community currencies (Negrón‐Muntaner, 2020).

5.2. What Could a Decolonial Public Space Look Like
Today, Inspired by the Experiences of Resistance?

In this article, we propose a disruption of the public
spaces of the two Afro‐Ecuadorian ancestral territories
by returning the disappearing memories of the devil
back to where they used to be played and listened to,
for people to engage with the sounds and their history.
We consider the returning of these memories an essen‐
tial process of decolonizing knowledge around Marimba
and Bomba. In this attempt, sound plays a central role.
We are referring not just to the stories, but to the actual
sounds (Kanngieser, 2011). We propose to bring back
these sounds, with much of their strength, with some
form of sound artwork. We understand the sound art‐
work as an immersive experience in which pre‐recorded
sounds are located in public spaces where they used
to belong to, and which can affect the spaces them‐
selves, including the human and non‐human entities
that visit them. Importantly, the primary participants of
this artwork are Afro‐Ecuadorians themselves. Thus, it
will be held in their public, although intimate, space.
As for the process of choosing the sounds of the art‐
work, we aim to do so in constant dialogue with a group
of Afro‐Ecuadorians of different ages and backgrounds.
Specifically, the process will be to have this dialogue
while listening to the sounds along different paths peo‐
ple walk in the jungle and the mountain. The dialogue
will be guided by the elders who can still recall the
recorded memories. Along the paths there will be gath‐
ering points where people will have the chance to talk
to the elders and ask them questions. We will also have
some questions for people to engage with the sounds,
the silences, and their history.

By constructing the dialogue in this way, we want
to bring together different generations to listen to the
sounds and silences that shape their territories, not only
humans but also other entities, such as thedevil.Wewant
to instigate the occupation of the spaces by inviting peo‐
ple to attune to the sounds and silences of their history.

The two ancestral territories are not empty spaces;
they are full of deep stories where different entities have
roots together in a common land. The Afro‐Ecuadorians’
relationships to these entities through the music and
dance reproduced in Bomba and Marimba have shaped
these practices, opening possibilities of joy and free‐
dom amidst a story of oppression and violence. Our pro‐
posal for the collaborative design of a sound artwork
seeks to deepen the understanding of the two music
and dance based‐events of Marimba and Bomba as
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practices that have shaped the common spaces that
Afro‐Ecuadorian people have inhabited. By doing so, we
want to decolonise the idea that conceives these events
as mere acts of folklore that happen on a stage, instead
of living practices that interweave specific relations and
shape the public space.

In this sense, we also understand that although we
highly value this ancestral knowledge in specific ways,
the creation of meaning is something that happens
through the active engagement of people inhabiting the
places. For us, it is crucial to break with the extrac‐
tivist logic of extracting knowledge and taking it some‐
where else to profit from it. The idea is to have that
knowledge circulate within the communities (Calderón
& Huybrechts, 2020; Negrón‐Muntaner, 2020). We pro‐
pose a particular form of engagement of people with
the territories that is not neutral but rather seeks the
transformation of colonial dynamics. Our intention is to
change howwe see theworld around us by critically chal‐
lenging how we cohabit that world.

6. Conclusion

As shown by the above‐mentioned collective memories,
the relationship between the devil and Marimberos and
Bomberos represents a clear way of transforming colo‐
nial experiences into strategies to “play”with hegemonic
power. However, the colonial dynamics of oppression,
exploitation, extractivism, and pollution have resulted in
the absence of the devil from their public spaces, where
he belongs.We propose a reintroduction of the devil into
the territories to see if this relationship with him can
inspire the construction of common experiences of joy
and freedom. We want to experiment with the potential
of sound to construct a public space by inviting people to
attune themselves to their territories and to the different
entities that have inhabited it.

We are aware that the pain and sadness of liv‐
ing in a world driven by the colonial enterprise in the
Afro‐Ecuadorian territories has deep roots and cannot
be overruled in its entirety by an artwork. However, our
aim is to contribute to the re‐occupation of the pub‐
lic space in joyful and creative ways as a way of doing
politics of the commons where people create their own
codes and meanings. Furthermore, we anticipate resis‐
tance from the younger generation to engaging with
their traditions, butwe believe that the dialogue is neces‐
sary and young people can better engage with their his‐
tory if they can use, transform, and question it in mean‐
ingful ways, rather than them simply being expected to
accept its value. We believe that a decolonial approach
needs to engage with the past in creative ways to affirm
and value our existence in the present.
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